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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, for the generalized hypergeometric function 
where, as usual, 
(2) 1 
(~)k.=r(01+k)/r(lY)=(X(OL+l) . . . (ol+k-1), (ac)o=l, 
(a)-k=(-l)k/(l-a)k, Bk~ Jlr={l,2,3, . ..}. 
we gave a general formula contained in 
THEOREM 1 (Panda [7, p. 43, Theorem 31). Let n5 min {p, a} be a 
positive integer, and let p Iq, or p = q + 1 and larg (1 -z)l <n. 
Then 
provided that no denominator parameter equals zero or a negative integer. 
Theorem 1 was intended to furnish a generalization of an interesting 
reduction formula for pFq(z) due to Karlsson [3, p. 195, Eq. (l)], who 
gave the special case of (3) when 
(4) ~~-~~~=rn~+l E J1/; Bi E (1, . . . . n}, nd min {p,p}. 
*) For a preliminary report on this paper see Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 24 
(1977), pp. A-293 to A-294, Abstract # 77T-B79. 
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In our earlier paper [Zoc. cit.] we also showed that another reduction 
formula for pF&) when 
(5) a--#&E X ViE{l, . . . . n}, nS min{p,q}, 
considered recently by Karlsson [2], Srivastava [ll], and Chakrabarty [l], 
can be appropriately extended to hold for series with arbitrary terms 
(cf. [71, p. 41, Th eorem 1, and p. 43, Theorem 2). The object of the present 
paper is two-fold : we first prove a generalization of (3) in terms of arbitrary 
power series ; we then give a new reduction formula for a certain class 
of the (Srivastava-Daoust) generalized Lauricella function of several 
variables, which we further generalize to hold for multiple series with 
arbitrary terms. Finally, as a possible application of one of our results 
presented here, we derive a multiple-series analogue of a known summation 
theorem for a generalized hypergeometric series of type (1) with z = 1. 
This paper concludes by observing an interesting connection of our 
multiple summation theorem with a known reduction formula given 
elsewhere by us [6, p. 168, Eq. (12)]. 
2. A GENERALIZATION OF THEOREM 1 
The desired generalization of our earlier result (Theorem 1 above) is 
given by 
THEOREM 2. Let {&}ZO be a sequence of arbitrary complex numbers. 
Then, for every positive integer n, 
(6) 
provided that each side has a meaning. 
PROOF. Our proof of Theorem 2 is by induction on the positive integer 
n. Indeed, if we denote the second member of (6) by &, we find that 
For Re (/?I - 011) > 0, we can apply the familiar Gauss theorem: 
(8) 2j.j11 a,B; 
(. > 
1 = WnY-a-8) 
Y7 qj-bl)qy-p)’ Re (y-“l-m’o, 
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to sum the hypergeometric series on the right-hand side of (7), and we 
have 
(9) 
which evidently verifies the statement (6) with n = 1. 
Next we assume (6) to hold true for some positive integer n, and observe 
that 
The innermost series in (10) can be summed, again by the Gaussian theorem 
(8), it being assumed that Re &+l-o~~+i) > 0, and we obtain 
\ I 
I 
where, for convenience, 
A; = (an+& 
@---& Ak, vk E v&‘-u ioh 
Since the coefficients dk: in (6) are arbitrary, we can 
to get 
2 @l)k .a. bn+l)k 
k-0 (/h)k . . . (/%+l)k 
use (6) in (11) 
dk.zk 
k! ’ 
which exhibits the fact that the statement (6) remains true for n + 1 if 
it is true for some positive integer n. 
This, in conjunction with (9), would evidently complete the proof of 
Theorem 2 by induction. 
REMARK 1. In view of the reduction formula (9) and its derivation 
by using Gauss’s theorem (S), we can easily construct an alternative proof 
of the general result (6), contained in Theorem 2, by repeatedly applying 
(9) to itself. 
REMARK 2. Obviously, Theorem 2 can be reduced to our earlier result 
(3) by setting 
(OLn+l)k ... (%)k 
dk= (pn+l)k . . . @qQ)k ’ 
n i min lp, pj, 
for every nonnegative integer k. 
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3. REDUCTION FORMULAS FOR MULTIVARIATE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we first develop a reduction formula for a certain class 
of the (Srivastava-Daoust) generalized Lauricella function of several 
variables. {For the relevant details of the conventions, notations and 
convergence conditions used here, the reader may be referred to the 
Srivastava-Daoust papers [9, p. 454 et seq.] and [lo, pp. 167-158, § 51; 
see also [12], p. 1127, Eq. (4.1) et seq.1 
If we put 
where, for convenience, 
(16) M=m1+... +mr, 
then it is easily verified that 
#+1: I?‘; . . . . B(r) OL, (a): (b’); . . . . (b(r)); 
c: D’; . . . . D(r) ( (c): (cl’); . . . . (d(r));Z1’ **-’ zr ) 
(17) 
(b’)+m1; . . . . (W))+mr; 
(d’)+ml; . . . . (d@))+%; 
21, . . . . zr 
> 
3 
provided that the nonnegative integers A, B(t), C and D(t) are constrained 
bY 
(18) A+Bw~C+m), vi E (1, . . . . r}, 
where every equality holds when, in addition, either 
(19) A>C-1 and i Iz~/~‘(~-~+~)<~, 
i=l 
or 
(20) ASC-1 and max (1.~11, . . . . lZrl}<l. 
Now replace C on both sides of (17) by C+ 1 and set cc+1 =/3. We thus 
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obtain our first reduction formula: 
i 
++l: B’; . . . . B(r) 01, (a): (6’); . . . . (b(r)); 
C+l:D’; . . . . D(r) p, (c): (d’); . . . . (d(r)); x19 *-*’ zr > 
sFA: B’; . . . . B(r) 
C: D’; . . . . D(r) 
(a)+M: (b’)+m; . . . . (b”))+Wzl, . . . . zr 
(c) + M : (d’) + ml ; . . . ; (d@)) + ‘%; 3 
\ 
where .M is given by (16), conditions (18), (19) and (20) hold with C 
replaced by C+ 1, and for convenience, 
(22) SZ*(ml, . ..) w) = SZ(m1, * * -, W)/(B)M. 
This last result (21) may be viewed as a reduction formula for a special 
case of the Srivastava-Daoust hypergeometric function of several variables. 
Indeed, by repeated applications of (21) to itself, we shall arrive at the 
general result : 
p A+n: B’; . . . ; B(r) 011, . . . . an, (a): (6’); . . . . (b(r)); 
C+n: D’; . . . . D(r) 81, . . . . /In, (c): (d’); . . . . (cW));‘~ “” *’ 
1 ( 
(a)+P%: (b’)+Nl; . . . . (bcr))+Nr; 
I 
(c)+pn: (d’)+Nl; . . . . (d@))+Nri ‘l ’ “*‘zr > ’ 
where n E ~lr, G(mi, . .., nz,) is given by (15), 
(24) P,=M1+...+&, Mt=ma1+...+mer, 
(25) Qr=Nl+ . . . +Nr, Nj=mlj+ -a. +%zj, 
so that 
(26) pm = Qr, 
and, for the sake of brevity, 
(27) 
and 
(28) 
Mi! 
WQ~! . . . mr!’ 
i= 1, . . . . 12, 
with MI, . . . . M, given by (24). 
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REMARK 3. By the principle of analytic continuation, the general 
reduction formula (23) holds true for such values of the parameters and 
variables involved that render each side of (23) meaningful. Thus, when- 
ever the multiple sum on its right-hand side has a meaning, our formula 
(23) is valid if IzgI -C 00, and 
(29) a+B(QSD(“)+l, vi E (1, . ..) r}, a=A-C, 
where every equality holds provided that 
(30) 
or that 
(31) ad0 and max {Jz(j)<l. 
lSG;r 
REMARK 4. By making use of the reduction formula (21), it is not 
difficult to present a direct proof of the general result (23) by induction 
on the positive integer n. We, however, choose to omit the details involved. 
A closer look at the reduction formula (23), whose special case (when 
r=2) was given recently by Sharma [S, p. 169, Eq. (2)], would evidently 
suggest the existence of a further generalization of (23) to hold for multiple 
series with arbitrary terms. In fact, this generalization (contained in 
Theorem 3 below) provides a multivariate analogue of our earlier result 
[7, p. 42, Theorem 11. Thus we have 
THEOREM 3. Let {Qni, . .., w)} be a multiple sequence of arbitrary 
complex numbers. 
Then, for every positive integer n, 
! 
. 5 “1, .. ..vn.=o r(ml+Nl, .. . . mr+Nr)~ . ..zg , 
in the notations of (16), (24), (25), (27) and (28), it being assumed that 
each side of (32) has a meaning. 
REMARK 5. A similar multivariate analogue of Theorem 2 of the 
preceding section can be obtained fairly easily, and we leave it as an 
exercise to the interested reader. 
REMARK 6. AS an interesting application of our multiple hypergeo- 
metric reduction formula (23), we set A = B(f) = C = Q = 1, D(i) = 0, al = p, 
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b’li’ = IQ, CI=~+Y~+...+Y~, Vi~{l,..., T}, and CX~=&+S~, 4~ ~1/; VIE 
E (1, . ..) n}. On summing the resulting Lauricella series on the right-hand 
side by using the familiar result (cf. [4], p. 150) 
( 
F$‘[A, p1, . ..) #L&f.; v; 1, . . . . l] 
(33) 
i 
= ww(~---Pl- *a*-Pf) 
r(Y-l)r(Y-pl- . . . -pJ ’ 
Re (y-~-pl- . . . -rur)>O, 
we finally obtain the summation formula 
provided that 
(35) Re (-,u)>s~+...fs,-1. 
Evidently, this last result (34) would provide a multiple-series analogue 
of a summation theorem given earlier by Minton [5, p. 1376, Eq. (12)] 
and Karlsson [2, p. 271, Eq. (lo)]. Notice, however, that by virtue of 
our reduction formula [6, p. 168, Eq. (12)] 
I #I: 1; . . . . 1 q: 0; . . . . 0 ( OLI, . . . . ap: v1; . . . . vr; /II, z . ..) pa: -; . . . . -; t .**yx ) 
{p<q and IzI COO, or p=q and larg (l--x)l<n, 
or p=q, x-l, and 
the summation theorem (34) above (as also its known double-series analogue 
P, p. 171, Eq. (14)l may be looked upon as equivalent to (and not a 
generalization of) the Minton-Karlsson result just cited. 
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